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The imaginative response to archaeology in late nineteenth 
and early twentieth century literature 
Ali son Gi rdwood 
There are a number of writers of the latter part of the nineteenth 
century who use archaeological features as a serious literary device. 
They show a marked departure from the Gothic tradition of the previous 
century, for their concern was not solely the creation of atmospheric 
effect: instead, they attempt to incorporate the spirit of the past 
within a depiction of the changing fabric of English society. The 
recurrent sentiment is that of a search for the spirit of England, a 
spirit which w ill resist the destructive effects of increasing 
mechanisation, and which can only be found in a landscape with memories. 
I should like to consider some of these writers, and the varying ways in 
which they respond to the sense of antiquity, and use it in a way which 
will comment on life in the presen . 
The nineteenth century w as a time o f  tremendous spiritual 
confusion: traditional certainties had been undermined by the theory of 
evolution, by developments in Geology and the Natural Sciences, and by 
Higher Criticism of the Bible. Victorians were stretching forth 
Tennyson's "lame hands of faith" and finding that there was nothing 
there. A sense of sB.iJ:_U 1 crisis is reflected in the writing of many 
of the ma 3or Victorian writers, but it is nowhere more acute than in the 
work of William Hale White (or 'Mark Rutherford'). His Autobiography 
.2.!_ Mark Rutherford is a classic description of the suffering undergone 
at this time. Hale White saw life as a spiritual dream, and loss of 
faith a denial of the value of life itself. Unlike the other novelists 
in this paper, he professed to preferring the facts of archaeology to 
the "indefinite, vague, misty sentiment" they inspired. He says after 
visiting Stonehenge: 1 
... this I try as much as possible to avoid. It is bad for 
anybody; trebly bad for me, and I would acquire some distinct 
piece of information about Stonehenge than be a victim of the 
shapeless emotion which almost overpowers me as I look at it. 
This event is in turn recounted in the novel Miriam's Schooling (1890), 
in which the heroine visits Stonehenge a fter a severe illness (the 
result of spiritual col lapse): 2 
She had been told as much as is known about that mysterious 
monument, - that it had been built ages before record, and that 
not only were the names of the builders forgotten but their
p�rpose in bulding it was forgotten too. She wai oppressed
with a sense of her own nothingness and the nothingness of man 
If those who raised that temple had so utterly passed away fo; 
�ow long would the memory of her existence last? Stonehenge 
itself too would pass. 
Stonehenge is not described at all. It is merely the object which 
(Archaeological Review from Cambridge 3: 1 (1984)) 
inspires Miriam's change of heart, and she resolves in future to think
of others rather than the self-
abso rbed li fe she has led up to this 
time. The monument marks the insigni ficance of a si ngle life, but
plays no further part in the novel. In this respect, Hale White differs 
from those nove!'ists and journalists seeing archaeological features as
an intrinsic part of the landscape. 
Within this tradition are a group of rather problematic 'nature
writers•: problematic for the critic in that it is difficult to place
them within any distinct category. The standard of their writing
fluctuates Wildly, and they show great versatility, wri ting novels, 
short stories and articles for the many newspapers and journals which
flourished at that time. Richard Jefferies is perhaps the best known: 
he struggled to make a living out of freelance journalism in almost
every field until his death from tuberculosis at the age of thirty­
nine. He was a native of Wiltshire, and developed a strong interest in 
archaeology in his chi ldhood. Some of his writing is specifically
archaeological, deali ng with such matters as the identification of
ancient field systems, the supply of water to hilltop forts and the
reconstruction of early envi ronments. However, his attempts to "glance 
back into the unwritten past11 3 are very amateurish, partly as a result 
of his need to maintain his readership, but largely because he was not 
particularly interested in facts. The central theme of Jefferies•
writing was always that of the primacy of Nature, and of the natural in
Man. He inherited the Idealist form of Pantheism of Emerson and the New
England transcendentalists, and this sort of writing presents further 
problems of assessment. His spiritual autobiography, The� .2..£ Mi'.� 0883), is seen by his followers (for Jefferies became something
of a cult figure) as his greatest work, whereas for others it is nothing
but vapid nonsense. I tend to fa! I into the latter group, al though the
book does contain some marvellous writing. There is a long passage
considering the question of the immortality of the spirit (it i s
scarcely the soul), inspired by reflection upon the tumu!i of the
downs: 4 
There were grass-grown tumu!i on the hills of old I used to 
walk, sit down at the foot of one of them, and think. Some
warrior had been interred there in the ante-historic times.
The sun of the summer morning shone on the dome of the sward, 
and the air ca me softly up from the wheat below, the tips of 
the grasses swayed as it passed sighing faintly, it ceased, and 
the bees hummed by to the thyme and bl uebe! Is ••• I felt at
that moment that I was I ike the spirit of the man whose body
was interred in the tumulus; I could understand and feel his
existence the same as my own .•. As my thought could slip back
the twenty centuries in a ·moment to the forest-days when he
hurled the spear, or shot the bow, hunting" the deer, and could 
return again as swiftly to this moment, so his spirit could 
endure from then till now, and the time was nothing. This shows Jefferies• ability to capture the intensity and atmosphere of
a particular moment. The vivid sense of place and of physical sensation 
is coupled with the attempt to grasp the significance of the passage of
time, and of death itself. The contrast of life and death is striking, 
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slightest interest in its history: Hudson, like Jefferies and Hardy, and Lawrence later, felt himself akin to the spirit of the remote past, and it was this that he wished to see revered in the present. 
There was a great revival of nosta lgia for a bygone rura l  Engl andin the early twentieth century. Thi s often results in the false Edwardian antithesis of the countryside versus suburbia, and gives the predominantly wistful tone to writing of the time. Hudson, E.M. Forster and Edward Thomas propagated this myth o f Engl and as a go lden rural world where true feeling might still be found. Edward Thomas was, however, a very fine writer. He was another of the 'nature writers', trying his hand at almost every kind of writing, although his greatest gift was for poetry -- and this is reflected in his prose works,particularly The South Countrv He too had a considerable interest in Archaeology andNatura �-ry, and was familiar with the history of Antiquariani sm, as he recounts in The Ic knield Way (19 13). Thomas attempts to combine scholarly research into the history of the Icknield Way with an account of the wildlife and people of the area, and he tries to analyse the mystery the past holds for the present:8 
Few in the multitude of us who now handle maps are without some va�ue awe at the Old English lettering of the names of ancient thi ngs, such as Merry Maidens, Idlebush Barrow, Crugian Ladies, or the plain C arn, Long Barrow, or Dolmen. Not many c ould explain altogether why these are impressive. We remember the same lettering in old mysterious books, and in Scott's Marmion and Wordsworth's Hartleap Well. We are touched in our sense of unme asured antiquity, we acknowl edge the honour and th edarkness of the human inheritance. 
Thomas mixes fact with imaginative speculation and sheer fancy, using evocative language to con jure the mystery and atmosphere of antiquity:9 
They belong to the twilight of the world. No dou bt the sun shines no brighter at noon than it did then on a perfectly wild earth, on flowers that were never gathered, on bright plumage that no man had coveted. But all the forest and marsh of primeval earth form in the imagination mists to which th e lack of history adds yet another veil. These mists lie over the world, to my mind, exactly as the white mist of summer I ies, turning into a sea most of what once was land and making islands of the woods on the steep, uncultivated tracts. The i sl ands ris ing out o f the mi sts of time a r e  hills an d mountains, and along their ridges r an the first roads, and by them are the squares and circles of the first habitations andthe mounds of the first solemnized graves ..• 
Landscape and the attitude towards it has always been an important aspect of the novel tradition, The novel es a form is ideal for social comment, depicting as it does the interaction between personal and social re lat ions. The land is generally taken as a metaphor · for human values, and throughout the nineteenth century we see the pervasive image of a landscape inscribed with social truths: for instance, the plot in Wuthering Heights revo lves around the use and ownership of land, and Nature and Society are seen as identical in the works of Ge orge Eliot.It is with the works of Thoma s Hardy that we find the need for a 
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The reference to Celts is rather typical of novelists of this time. 
Other writers of the Victorian and Edwardian eras were to use this 
Celt/Saxon polarisation as a means of characterisation -- the Saxons 
being seen as mechanical and dull, whereas the Celts were artistic and 
full of vi ta! i ty. These ideas stem in part from Mat thew Arnold's On the 
Study£!.. Celtic Literature (1867), with his sympathetic description---c>I 
the Celtic temperament. This is not a factual account, for Arnold was 
interested in the imaginative contrast of English and Celtic poetry, 
seeing in it a w eapon against the 'Philistinism' of his own day. A 
contemporary was to criticise him for treading "the quaking bogs of 
Ce! tic archaeology 11 , 19 but it was the significance of the poetry that
Arnold was investigating, and not the facts of its origins. 
The idea of this contrast was furthered by Edwardian novelists such 
as John Galsworthy, and more notably, E.M. Forster. Both The Longest 
Journey and Howards End, the novels set in England and dealing with 
specifically English themes, contain a strong sense of time and of 
place, and they are informed by the love of the English countryside and 
the values traditionally held within it. Forster tries to link the land 
with its past; and the descriptions of the landscape with its relics of 
past represents an attempt to find a continuing and enduring spirit 
which will withstand the rapid encroachment of suburbia. Forster speaks 
of the "ugly cataracts of brick" which spread out of Salisbury: 20 
But instead of looking towards the cathedral, as al I the 
city should, they look at a pagan entrenchment, as the city 
should not. They neglect the poise of the earth, and the 
sentiments she has decreed. They are the modern spirit. 
In The Longest Journey, Forster uses attitudes to the distant past as a 
touchstone for character. These early novels are very much 'thesis' 
novels and fai I to carry the ideas w hich Forster is (rather 
simplistically) putt ing forward; but his use of the past is of some 
interest. ,The major female character, Agnes Pembroke, shows her 
insensitivity to the spirit of the past when she speaks of it in terms 
of fl int arrowheads in a museum and w hen she gets some earrings: 
"little gold knobs, copied, the jeweller told them, from something 
prehistoric11.21 Agnes is totally blind to the life of the spirit, which 
Forster as a Humanist felt to be the most important facet of life. 
Forster's own attitude to the past he evokes is rather vague. He uses 
the earthw orks of the Cadbury Rings (actually the Figsbury Rings near 
Salisbury, which Forster visited frequently), the tumuli of the Six
Hills, and various manifestations of the reality of England's past,
suggesting the mysterious forces they can have on those characters
receptive to their influence, but he does not clarify the qualities
these peoples are supposed to .have possessed. 
Forster's novels call for an 'English mythology' to give a sense of
continuity; to connect the life of the present with the values of the
Past : "Why has not England a great mythology? •.• Deep and true as the 
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native imagination can be, it seems to have failed here 11.22 His message is too overtly made, as in the rhetorical passages where Rickie contemplate s  "th e sprin gs of creation " an d h ears "the primevalmonotony", and the long section concluding: 
Here is the heart of our island : the Chi !terns, the NorthDowns, the South Downs radiate hence. The fibres of England unite in Wiltshire, and did we condescend to worship her, here·we should erect our national shrine. 
The novels are not an artistic success. The mysteries of England's pastas represented by ancient earthworks and burial mounds give a far more subtle sense of the wholeness of time than that which can be achieved byrhetorical outbursts. 
D.H. Lawrence is generally seen as the culmination of the 'naturetradition'. His complex and intricate theories of civilisation and thecorruption of the modern consciousness led him to search for a mythicu nconscious -- to search for a race which had not had its vitalitydimmed by the deadening forces of mechanisation. Hence his fascination with the Etruscan peoples, the Celts, the ancient races of CentralAmerica, and the Pueblo Indians of New Me xico. His at tempt tomythologise New Mexico fails through his need to place too great asymbol ism on a land he did not understand. It is when he speaks ofEngland, when he understands the social processes at work and the interaction of Man and the land, that he has his greatest success. The Rainbow presents a very fine analysis of changing rural life over succes siv e generations, an d  the chan ge in conscious ness whichaccompanies it. Lawrence's description always operates on a symboliclevel, and it is thus that he uses archaeological features : 24 
The dawn came. They stood together on a high place, an earthwork of the stone -age men, watching for the I ight. It came over the land. But the land was dark. She watched a pale rim on the sky, away against the darkened land .•. A little wind was running in from the sea behind. It seemed to be running to the pale rift of dawn. And she and he darkly, on an outpost of the darkness, stood watching for the dawn .•. He too realized what England would be in a few hours• time - a blind, sordid, strenuous activity, all for nothing, fuming with dirtysmoke and running trains and groping in the bowels of the earth, all for nothing. A ghastliness came over him. 
The literary use made of archaeological features can be seen tochart the historical consciousness of an age ; for it is the imaginative response to the past which shows how an age sees itself. Although aware of many of the facts of archaeology available at the time, most of these writers chose to ignore them and to respond through the imagination. Whether escaping into a nostalgic sense of a lost golden age, orattempting to fight the complexities of the present, all these writers used visible antiquities as an artistic device. Archaeological features were in this way incorporated into the realist tradition as a naturalpart of the landscape. The  s earch for a land with h istoricalassociations marked the loss of confidence in the spiTit of social
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